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They are often authentic, genuine character education lessons and motivate students to set goals to achieve
great things in their lives like the heroes they have read about. The cover page should include the following
information: The title of your child's paper Your child's name The name of your child's teacher and their
school Today's date Introductory Paragraph The introductory paragraph is where your child introduces his
topic. Continue Reading. Objectives Understand that biographies give an account of a person's life and
achievements Explore several different types of biographies to help determine their area of interest Use
various resources to research one notable person Write a biographical sketch Create several "artifacts" and
gather props that help tell the story of the person they have researched Prepare a presentation to share what
they have learned Culminating Activity After students have researched several people who have made a
difference, they present the knowledge they have gathered on "Meet Your Hero Day. We are going to make a
life-sized cutout and dress the cut-out up like the person in our biographies. If your child is writing a report
about Abraham Lincoln, the opening sentence may look something like this: Abraham Lincoln once described
himself as an ordinary man with an extraordinary story. Biography Report Homework Assignment 15 minutes
This is one of the biggest homework assignments I give the students during the year. Biography Checkout 30
minutes For this unit, the students will be reading a biography on the person of their choice as homework.
Bibliography Your child's teacher may require a bibliography at the end of the student's paper. Supporting
Books. We will discuss what a biography is and also the difference between a biography and an
autobiography. I also will let the students know that they can take their library books home tonight to work on
the biography report. Giving students the choice motivates the students to to complete the assignment. The
Civil War broke out after many American states wanted to start a new country. I am having the students write
this report in first person because this will be helpful for the activities we have planned. This is why the
students and I enjoy this biography unit so much. Abraham Lincoln showed leadership skills when he led the
Union to victory and kept the country from splitting in two. Rather, it is a specific claim that will be argued
and defended later in the paper. Biography Book Report Note. Support sentences are where your child goes
into detail, adding more information that supports the topic sentence. Part of that writing is an informational
report which the students will write about the person they chose to read a biography on. This biography unit
really helps us focus on not only informational text, but writing as well. A topic sentence states the main idea
of the paragraph. To start our lesson and unit out, I will ask the students if they know what a biography is?
This has been a big shift in my teaching.


